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You should measure your feet
to determine the size of the shoes
you need. It would be better to make
any measurement in the end
of the day, because a foot gets
a little bigger this time.
Please fix your foot on
the paper sheet and make
a contour (see the picture).
You’d better wear your socks for
measuring if you’re going to use
the shoes with socks.
You should define the length
between two most remote points
(A and B). Take the bigger length
of your feet. Approximate the length
to 5 millimeters and find your size
in the table.

Shoe size determination

PROFESSIONAL
SPORT FOOTWEAR

POWERLIFTING
DEADLIFTING
WEIGHTLIFTING
KETTLEBELL TRAINING
BODYBUILDING
FITNESS

article OSH0 34-0 article OSH11-10 article OSH12 01-

POWERLIFTING POWERLIFTING DEADLIFTING

also suitable for
Olympic weightlifting
Kettlebell training
Bodybuilding

also suitable for
Functional fitness
Training

also suitable for
Kettlebell training
Weightlifting

Basic weightlifting shoes for powerlifting
and kettlebell training

An anatomically optimized design of the last using
anthropometric measurements of athletes

Innovative sole specifically designed for working
with heavy weights

Improved upper construction using a combination of natural
and synthetic materials, providing maximum support for the foot
and maximum stability for the ankle

Designed specifically for weightlifting these shoes improve
lifting performance and safety

Compared to western shoe models, these shoes are not as narrow
and have more volume

Unique GYM outsole is made of a high density material which guarantees
an even distribution of weight and good traction with the floor

Thoroughly tested upper materials to maximize comfort, safety
and durability

Available in a wide range of sizes

MAIN FEATURES

ADVANTAGES

STARTING LEVEL
WEIGHTLIFTING SHOES

SABO Gym

Classical design and comfortable fit

New solid outsole with an attractive design

Time tested upper construction is made totally of natural leather

Rigid construction for maximum stability of the ankle

Designed specifically for weightlifting these shoes
improve lifting performance and safety

Provides extra stability for the ankle, which is crucial
for weight training

Natural materials are used to provide maximal comfort
and lasting wear

Available in a wide range of sizes

MAIN FEATURES

ADVANTAGES

SABO Winner

CLASSICAL WEIGHTLIFTING SHOES
MADE OF NATURAL MATERIALS

CLASSIC MODEL CLASSIC MODEL

outsole
non marking WINNER

last
Comfortable

article OSH22 1-0

WEIGHTLIFTING

also suitable for
Powerlifting
Kettlebell training

Classical model with a raised heel for the professionals.
Designed for and Olympic liftingpowerlifting

Specialized shoes
for deadlifting

New anatomical last was created especially for deadlifting

New non-marking outsole is made of high density material
with a special design for traction

High cut upper and materials optimal for training

The soles are thin and flat to decrease pulling distance. A thin sole
means the barbell is higher up from the floor relative to the athlete.
This allows for more weight to be lifted since the pulling distance
becomes shorter.

Specialized footwear protects the feet from injuries related
to heavy lifting. Protects athletes' feet from platypodia
(flattening of the arches)

This shoe provides maximum stability for the ankle

The soles are made from materials that do not have any give
which results in a good surface to push against.
The pattern on the outsole minimizes slipping

MAIN FEATURES

ADVANTAGES

SABO Deadlift

PROFESSIONAL SHOES
FOR DEADLIFTING

last
Anatomical

BEST SELLER

Modern weightlifting shoes for Olympic weightlifting

High-technology non-marking outsole with system. FeaturesSPP
supporting board and hard heel insert

Comfortable anatomical last was created on a base anthropometric
data of the athletes

Classical upper construction with one belt is designed for Olympic
weightlifting. The shoe is made of combination synthetic materials
and breathable mesh

The outsole has a flexible toe part and the hard heel
with the solid insert at the same time for better support

Upper construction created for weightlifting and lets you hold
your feet. It gives the freedom for the movement also

The last of the shoes is created exactly for weightlifting athletes
and has a proper volume

Materials and construction of the outsole are carefully designed
for proper weight distribution and help all the shoes work effective

MAIN FEATURES

ADVANTAGES

WEIGHTLIFTING SHOES
WITH SYSTEMSPP

SABO WeightLift
SABO POWER SPORTS is a series of professional shoes for any
weightlifting discilpline. Specialized shoes allow for better technique
and better results from training. Most of the athletes came
to the conclusion the equipment is critically important for
the security and technique improving.

Modern weightlifting shoes became an integral and important accessory
of the athletes’ equipment. WL shoes made exactly for lifting of any kind
and provide more than regular sport shoes. Design of the weightlifting
shoes was created for some specific needs of each kind of lifting.

You may always find the shoes for the activity you need, choose the
versatile one or collect a set of SABO shoes for any case.

SABO weightlifting shoes are perfect for all sports which involve lifting
of heavy weights - weightlifting, powerlifting, kettlebell training,
bodybuilding and functional fitness.
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Size

sizes 36-47
half sizes aren’t incl.

sizes 36-47
half sizes aren’t incl.

sizes 36-47
half sizes aren’t incl.

sizes 36-46
half sizes aren’t incl.

outsole
non marking SPP system

last
Anatomical

outsole
non marking GYM

last
Anatomical

outsole
non marking SLAY


